Human Resources
Biosciences Divisional Services
(Providing services for Integrative Biology, Molecular & Cell Biology and Electron Microscope Lab)

3040 Valley Life Science Building, Mail Code 3140
General HR contact email: hr@bds.berkeley.edu

Julie Niedermayr, Academic Personnel & Human Resources Manager
(643-8127, jln@berkeley.edu)

Staff, Undergraduate, Visiting Student/Scholar titles, Non-Senate Academic Titles* and Visas
(Allocations based on supervisor’s last name.)

Lia Germain: A – C, Biology Scholars Program, IB Graduate Student Instructors (GSIs) & Readers
(664-4949, germain@berkeley.edu)

Paul Smith: D – H
(642-2740, paul2001@berkeley.edu)

Shannon Kotter: I – K, MCB Graduate Student Instructors (GSIs) & Readers
(642-1997, shannonkotter@berkeley.edu)

Shirley Silveira, Team Lead: L - P
(643-3174, sas@berkeley.edu)

Veronica Potts: Q – Z
(642-8475, vlpotts@berkeley.edu)

*including Graduate Student Researchers (GSRs), Postdoctoral Scholars, Specialists and Project Scientists

Senate Academic and other Teaching Titles

Mary Catherine Watten: MCB (primary)
(642-0844, mcb_ap_assist@berkeley.edu)

Alana Nolan: IB (primary)
(643-5125, ib_ap_assist@berkeley.edu)

Payroll
Located in 40 Giannini Hall

Brad Fuchs
(643-6878, bfuchs@berkeley.edu)

Effective 1/14/13